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In this paper, I will update the current status of the carbon-carbon fusion research taking into
account that after the latest analysis [Beck et al. Eur. Phys. J. A 56, 97 (2020), Letter to the
Editor] new important experimental and theoretical results had been published and will discuss how
to advance new THM measurements to extract the low-energy astrophysical S-factors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon plays a key role in astrophysics, and informa-
tion about nuclear reactions involving carbon is essen-
tial for understanding nucleosynthesis in stars. More-
over, two nuclear astrophysical processes involving car-
bon, 12C(α, γ)16O and 12C + 12C fusion remain one of
the main focus of scientists for many years. While our

knowledge about the first reaction has been significantly
improved, the implication of the carbon-carbon fusion re-
action on stellar evolution is still under debate despite ex-
tensive research, both theoretical and experimental, see
[1–21].

The 12C + 12C fusion reaction has different exit chan-
nels but five exothermic channels attract the attention of
the scientists. These are

12C + 12C→ 23Na(3/2+, Ex = 0.0 MeV) + p0, Q = 2.241 MeV, (1)
12C + 12C→ 23Na(5/2+, Ex = 0.44 MeV) + p1, Q = 1.801 MeV, (2)

12C + 12C→ 20Ne(0+, Ex = 0.0 MeV) + α0, Q = 4.617 MeV, (3)
12C + 12C→ 20Ne(3/2+, Ex = 1.634 MeV) + p0, Q = 2.983 MeV, (4)

12C + 12C→ 24Mg(0+, Ex = 0.0 MeV) + γ, Q = 13.933 MeV. (5)

For stars with masses (8 − 10)m� the effective energy
interval (Gamow window) for the carbon-carbon fusion
is E ∼ 1.2− 1.8 MeV, where E ≡ E12C 12C is the relative
12C − 12C kinetic energy. It corresponds to the tem-
perature interval (0.35− 0.64)T9 (temperature T9 = 109

Kelvin). For heavier stars with masses ∼ 25m� the effec-
tive energy interval is E ∼ 1.8− 2.6 MeV corresponding
to (0.64− 1.15)T9.

The Coulomb barrier for the carbon-carbon head-on
collision (calculated for the carbon radius 1.4 × 121/3 fm
neglecting the nuclear interaction) is ≈ 6.6 MeV making
the astrophysically relevant energies deep sub-Coulomb.
The lowest measured resonance energy E ≈ 2.14 MeV
was reported in [5]. However, large uncertainties made it
impossible to determine the strength of this resonance.
Although it is very probable that the accuracy of direct
measurements in the region E ∼ 2.0 MeV soon will be im-
proved, it is not feasible, at least in the near future, that
direct measurements can cover the whole astrophysically
relevant for masses (8− 10)m� energy interval 1.2− 1.8
MeV.

The first experimental breakthrough was presented in
[7]. In this work, the indirect Trojan horse method
(THM) utilizing the reaction generated by the collision
of 14N with 13C was used to obtain the astrophysical S-

factor for the carbon-carbon fusion down to E = 0.8
MeV. The measured astrophysical factor showed pro-
nounced low-energy resonances at E = 0.88, 0.98 and 1.5
MeV accompanied by quite a few more minor resonances
demonstrating the power of the THM. The advantage of
the THM is the absence of the Coulomb penetrability fac-
tor in the 12C + 12C channel because the nucleus 12C
emerging from the projectile 14N is the off-the-energy
shell (off-shell). It allows one to extract the low-energy
S-factor avoiding the challenging problems appearing in
direct measurements. However, the analysis of the THM
reactions is complicated and is not as straightforward as
for direct measurements. The sharp rise of the astrophys-
ical factor toward low energies obtained in [7] was the re-
sult of neglecting the Coulomb interaction in the initial
and, especially, the intermediate and final states of the
THM reactions [22–24], see also discussion below. Taking
into account the Coulomb-nuclear distortions decreases
the extracted in [7] astrophysical factors, including the
resonance peaks by up to three orders of magnitude.

From the theoretical point of view, existing of the res-
onances in the astrophysical factors of the 12C + 12C fu-
sion is one of the most exciting topics in nuclear theory
related with nuclear astrophysics. These resonances are
believed to be molecular 12C + 12C configurations in the
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compound 24Mg. Given the importance of the issue, it
is not surprising that there have been so many theoreti-
cal papers devoted to carbon-carbon fusion. Below I will
briefly discuss some most advanced publications related
to carbon-carbon fusion.

In [8], different methods of extrapolation of astrophys-
ical factors down to astrophysically relevant energies for
12C and 16O fusion reactions were exploited. The au-
thors came to the conclusion that the fusion hindrance
(decrease of the S-factor toward low energies) should be
taken into account. However, the physical nature of the
hindrance effect was not clarified.

The paper [9] presents one of the most advanced stud-
ies of carbon isotopes fusion. The fusion cross-sections
were calculated by solving the coupled-channel equa-
tions using the Woods-Saxon or M3Y potentials aug-
mented with a repulsive core allowing one to take into
account nuclear incompressibility. The mutual excita-
tions of both colliding nuclei were taken into account.
The nuclear excitations of both colliding carbon nuclei
were obtained from the surface excitations, which is de-
scribed by the radial deformation depending on defor-
mation amplitudes. Two different results corresponding
to ten and twelve coupled channels were presented. The
fusion cross-sections demonstrated smooth behavior and
exceeded experimental data, especially for twelve chan-
nels. They can be considered as an upper limit of the
experimental cross-sections. These calculations were not
intended to reproduce resonance structure because the
cluster effects were not included in the formalism.

In [10], the quantum dynamical model based on the
solving of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation with
a collective Hamiltonian. The model used the Time-
Dependent Wave-Packet method. The calculated S-
factor, in contrast to the potential and coupled-channel
methods, shows three resonances at E > 4 MeV but
smooth behavior at lower energies. The absence of res-
onance structures at low energies was due to the lack of
cluster effects.

In [11] the carbon-carbon fusion cross-section was also
calculated using the TDHF method based on the Feyn-
man Path Integral Method. The general trend of the
modified astrophysical factor showed a smooth decrease
toward low energies. No resonance structure was ob-
tained because the model did not include cluster effects.
To reproduce the low-energy resonances, the authors en-
gaged the Bass ion-ion potential, which contains nuclear,
Coulomb, and centrifugal terms. Its strength was ad-
justed to produce the resonances found in the THM ex-
periment [7]. These resonance can be considered as phe-
nomenological fit of the experimental data. It should be
underscored that the potential model was utterly inde-
pendent of the basic TDHF approach, and the obtained
resonances were added to the TDHF calculations.

To analyze the 12C+12C fusion two microscopic meth-
ods based on density-constrained static Hartree-Fock and
density-constrained TDHF methods were applied in [12].
The bare ion-ion potentials were derived using the den-

sity energy functional for each method. The calculated
S-factors using different microscopic approaches showed
similar behavior with an apparent rise toward low ener-
gies contradicting the hindrance model [8]. It was under-
scored that the α-clustering effects in 12C, which were
not taken into account, can influence the fusion process.

In Ref. [13], published two years later, the hindrance
effect was observed by solving the coupled-channels ap-
proach with improved incoming boundary conditions.
The ion-ion potential included Coulomb and Woods-
Saxon nuclear potentials. The paper presented some in-
sight into the hindrance phenomenon. Again, a smooth
energy behavior of the modified S-factor without any res-
onance structure with a drop toward low energies was
found.

The origin of the resonance structure of the 12C + 12C
fusion S-factor was analyzed in [18]. The fusion of these
two carbon nuclei is compared with fusion of 12C + 13C
and 13C + 13C systems. The conclusion of the pa-
per was that nonoverlapping compound states of 24Mg
at energies E < 7 MeV (the scantiness of the reso-
nances in the 12C + 12C system and the narrow reso-
nance widths make them nonoverlapping) caused the res-
onance structure and suppression of the deep sub-barrier
fusion of 12C + 12C. The calculated S-factors for the
Woods-Saxon and the coupled channels method using
the M3Y+repulsion potential did not show any resonance
structure.

Another coupled-channel method was exploited in [19].
The 12C + 12C fusion modified S-factors were calculated
using the multichannel folding model. Up to four excited
states of 12C, (0+

1 , 2+, 0+
2 , 3−), had been taken into ac-

count. The folding potential was constructed using the
M3Y NN potential and 12C densities using the resonat-
ing group method. For the number of the excited states
≤ 2 the calculated modified S-factors showed monotonic
increase as energy decreases. No resonance structure ap-
peared because the approach included no cluster effects.

To summarise, the key point is that all the above-cited
works did not include the cluster degrees of freedom in
12C. The resulting astrophysical factors demonstrated a
smooth energy behavior, which depends on the adopted
model. The trends toward low energies varied from in-
crease to hindrance. The dependence of the modified S-
factors on the number of the included excited states was
demonstrated. I mean that neither of the referred mod-
els was capable of reproducing the resonance structure of
the 12C + 12C → α + 20Ne and 12C + 12C → p + 23Na
reactions, because these reactions are many-nucleon re-
arrangement ones proceeding through the intermediate
resonance 24Mg∗. The study of resonances in these re-
actions requires a microscopic approach, which considers
nucleon degrees of freedom and channel coupling.

In 2021, the first fully microscopic approach based
on the antisymmetrized molecular dynamic (AMD) had
been published [27]. It was a real breakthrough in the
long-stalled theory of carbon-carbon fusion. The au-
thors presented the first fully microscopic treatment of
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the 12C + 12C fusion without any adjustable param-
eters. The AMD nuclear wave function is given by
the parity-projected Slater determinant, whose elements
are nucleon Gaussian wave packets. The superposi-
tion of the wave functions of different rearrangement
channels formed as the result of the carbon-carbon fu-
sion described the resonances of the compound nucleus
24Mg. The resonances in the S-factor appear only due to
the channel coupling and disappear if only one channel
12C + 12C is taken into account.

In this paper, the current status of the carbon-carbon
fusion is updated, taking into account that after the latest
analysis [24] new important experimental and theoretical
results had been published. I will discuss how to advance
new THM measurements to extract the low-energy astro-
physical S-factors discussing the kinematics of two THM
reactions: 12C(14N, d)24Mg∗ and 12C(13C, n)24Mg∗.

In what follows the system of units in which ~ = c = 1
is used.

II. LATEST EXPERIMENTAL AND
THEORETICAL RESULTS

Fig. 1 shows the modified astrophysical factors for
the carbon-carbon fusion published during the last three
years. First of all, in 2020, two important direct mea-
surements of the carbon-carbon fusion were published
by STELLA collaboration [25] and Notre Dame-Mexico
[26]. These experiments show some disagreement be-
tween both measurements, see Fig. 1. The lowest mea-
sured energies in both experiments are E ∼ 2.2 MeV.
Thus, since 2007, when the energy of E = 2.14 MeV
was reached in [5], direct measurements were not able to
measure the S-factors at energies below 2.1 MeV. Hence
it is unlikely that soon direct measurements will reach
energies down to E ∼ 1.5 MeV.

Also in Fig. 1 is presented the first modified astrophys-
ical S∗(E)-factor obtained using the indirect THM mea-
surements [7], which reached the lowest energy E = 0.8
MeV. Since the width of the Gamow window for the
carbon-carbon is comparable or wider than the resonance
widths, the averaged modified astrophysical factor

S∗(E) = σ(E)E e
( 87.21√

E
+0.46E)

, (6)

where σ(E) is the fusion cross-section, is a relevant ap-
proach for the astrophysical application. As one can see,
the original THM data show three significant resonance
peaks with a sharp increase toward small energies. How-
ever, as we have discussed, the analysis of the THM data
was performed in the plane-wave approximation (PWA),
neglecting the Coulomb rescattering of the nuclei in the
initial and, especially, in the intermediate and final chan-
nels. At the normalization energy of the THM data to
the direct ones E = 2.67 MeV the relative d− 24Mg ki-
netic energy is 0.92 MeV with the Coulomb barrier about
3 MeV. Moreover, although the relative 14N−12C kinetic

energy 13.84 MeV in the entry channel of the THM reac-
tion is higher than the Coulomb barrier of 10 MeV, the
Coulomb parameter in the entry channel is 4.4. Such a
strong Coulomb interaction in the initial channel and the
deep sub-Coulomb energy in the intermediate channel ex-
plains the failure of the PWA used in [7]. Including the
Coulomb-nuclear distorted waves causes a drop of the

FIG. 1. Modified astrophysical factors for the 12C + 12C
fusion. The navy rectangles and the magenta diamonds are
the astrophysical factors from [25] (STELLA) and [26] (Notre-
Dame-Mexico), black dotted line is the THM S∗(E)-factor [7]
(THM (Nature)), the navy dash-dotted line is the Coulomb-
nuclear renormalized astrophysical factor [22, 23] normalized
to the S-factor from [25] at E = 2.54 MeV (THMCN(1)),
the magenta solid line is the Coulomb-nuclear renormalized
astrophysical factor normalized to the S-factor from [26] at
E = 2.64 MeV (THMCN(2)), the cyan dash line is the AMD
microscopic calculations from [27].
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low-energy astrophysical factor by about of factor 103,
see Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1 are also presented the two THM modi-
fied astrophysical factors S∗(E)-factors obtained from
data in [7] including the Coulomb-nuclear distortions.
These distortions are taken into account by replacing
the PWA transfer differential cross-sections used in [7]
with the DWBA one. The dash-dotted navy curve is
normalized to the S∗-factor from [25] at E = 2.54
MeV (THMCN(1)), while the solid magenta line is the
same Coulomb-renormalized THM astrophysical factor
but normalized to the astrophysical factor from [26] at
E = 2.64 MeV (THMCN(2)).

The calculated AMD S∗-factor [27], cyan dash line,
shows strong resonances at 0.94 MeV and 1.5 MeV and
a resonance at 2.2 MeV, see the cyan dash curve in
Fig.1. Moreover, the AMD astrophysical factor quali-
tatively agrees with the THMCN S∗-factors, especially
with THMCN(1). Further improvement of the indirect
THM measurements and updated AMD approach can
converge.

III. ADVANCING INDIRECT THM

A. Energy-momentum equations for THM

The first indirect THM measurements [7] demon-
strated that using this technique scientists can measure
the astrophysical factor for 12C + 12C down to E = 0.8
MeV covering the whole energy interval relevant for nu-
clear astrophysics. The THM experiment’s positive out-
come is discovering the resonances at energies E < 2
MeV. However, the first indirect experiment and its anal-
ysis encountered a few weighty drawbacks [22–24]. It re-
sulted in a wrong energy track of the THM astrophysical
factor and resonance spins assignment. In what follows,
I will discuss how to advance the indirect THM to fi-
nally solve the problem of the low-energy astrophysical
factor for the carbon-carbon fusion. To help the reader,
I present some essential equations needed for the THM
application. Let us consider the THM reaction

a+A→ s+ F ∗ → s+ b+B, (7)

where a = (s x) is the Trojan horse (TH) particle, which
brings the particle x, hidden inside, behind the a+A bar-
rier allowing it to interact with the target A while particle
s leaves as a spectator, and F ∗ is the resonance in the
subsystem F = (xA). The idea of the THM is to extract
the information about the binary resonant subreaction

x+A→ b+B. (8)

The THM reaction is a two-step reaction proceeding
through the intermediate resonance. Its mechanism is
described by the diagram depicted in Fig. 2. Note that
when calculating the THM reaction amplitude, a priori,

FIG. 2. The mechanism of the THM in the PWA.

the distorted waves in the initial, intermediate and final
states should be taken into account [28].

The first step is the transfer reaction a+ A→ s+ F ∗

populating the resonance state F ∗, which on the second
stage decays into the two-body channel b + B. In what
follows, I first recall some basic equations and definitions
which are used in the THM analysis.

The energy conservation in the center-of-mass (c. m.)
of the TH reaction reads

EaA − εsx = EsF + E = EsF + EbB −Qif , (9)

where E ≡ ExA, Ej t = k2
j t/(2µj t), Qif = mx +mA −

mb−mB , Ej t, kj t and µj t are the relative kinetic en-
ergy, on-the-energy shell relative momentum and reduced
mass of the particles j and t, mj is the mass of the par-
ticle j, εsx is the binding energy of the particles s and x
in the TH particle a = (sx). ER(xA) = E0(xA) − iΓ/2,
is a resonance energy in the subsystem x + A, E0(xA)

is the real part of the resonance energy in the channel
x + A, Γ is the total resonance width of the resonance
F ∗ populated in the transfer reaction.

We consider a two-state coupled channel problem in
which the resonance formed in the channel i = x+A de-
cays into a different channel f = b+B. Therefore, when
in the channel i E → ER(xA) the relative energy EbB
approaches the resonance energy ER(bB) in the channel
f : ER(bB) = E0(bB) − iΓ/2.

For E → ER(xA), due to energy conservation, see (9),
one gets that EsF → ER, where

ER = E0(sF ) − iΓ/2. (10)
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Here

E0(sF ) = EaA − εsx − E0(xA) = EaA − εsx +Qif − E0(bB)

(11)

is the real part of the resonance energy in the system
s+ F .

From the energy-momentum conservation in the three-
ray vertices a → s + x and x + A → F ∗ in the diagram
of Fig. 2 follows that xA relative kinetic energy E is

E =
p2
xA

2µxA
− p2

sx

2µsx
− εsx. (12)

In the system ka = 0 Eq. (12) reduces to

E =
mx

mxA
EA −

k2
s

2µsF
+

ks · kA
mxA

− εsx. (13)

pj t is the j−t the Galilean-invariant relative momentum
when one of the particles j or t is virtual (off-the-energy
shell).

pxA = −kA +
mA

mxA
kF ,

psx = ks −
ms

msx
ka. (14)

mj t = mj +mt, µj t = mjmt/mj t, kj is on-the-energy
shell momentum of particle j. In the c. m. of the THM
reaction ka = −kA and ks = −kF and pxA = ka −
mA
mxA

ks.
For on-the-energy shell particles

kj t =
mt kj −mj kt

mj t
(15)

and kaA = ka, ksF = ks.
We can express psx and pxA in terms of E. In the c.

m. of the THM reaction we get from Eq. (14)

psx =

√
2µsF (EaA − E − εsx)− 2

ms

ma
cos(θ)

√
2µsF (EaA − E − εsx)

√
2µaAEaA +

(ms

ma

)2
2µaAEaA,

pxA =

√
2µaAEaA − 2

mA

mxA
cos(θ)

√
2µsF (EaA − E − εsx)

√
2µaAEaA +

( mA

mxA

)2
2µsF (EaA − E − εsx). (16)

where cos(θ) = k̂s · k̂a, k̂ = k/k.
Equation (13) shows that at fixed kA to vary E one

needs to vary ks.

B. THM triple differential cross section

Let me consider now another important equations,
such as differential cross sections (DCSs), triple, dou-
ble and single, and THM astrophysical factor. I start
from the general equation for the triple DCS for the re-
action 2 particles→ 3 particles. The kinematics of these
reactions is determined by the four momentum-energy
conservation equations:

ka + kA = ks + kb + kB ,

Ea + EA +ma +mA = Es + Eb + EB +ms +mb +mB .
(17)

The total number of the variables describing three parti-
cles in the final state is nine. Subtracting four variables
from Eqs. (17) we get five independent variables in the
THM reactions. The incident beam selects a direction
(axis) in the space. The angle describing the rotation
around this axis can be dropped. Then there are only
four significant independent Galilean-invariant variables,
which are needed to describe the THM triple differential

cross-section. These four variables, for example, can be
the energies and scattering angles of two particles. They
provide the full 3-body kinematics.

Here we use another set of independent variables us-
ing the fact that the THM reaction is the two-step pro-
cess. As independent variables we select EsF , solid an-
gles ΩksF , and ΩkbB . Then the triple DCS is given by
[28, 29]

d3σ

dΩkbBdΩksF dEsF
= |NC |2

µaA µsF

(2π)
3

ksF
kaA

kbB
µbB

∣∣MR

∣∣2,
(18)

where ksF =
√

2µsF EsF .

1. Multi-level, two-channel case

To write done explicitly
∣∣MR

∣∣2, first, I consider a mul-
tilevel, two-channel case. This case should be considered
when there are overlapping resonances with the same
quantum numbers. Such resonances interfere and the
best way to analyze such cases is to use the R-matrix
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method:

∣∣MR

∣∣2 = ĴaĴA
∑

MBMbMsMaMA

∣∣∣ ∑
MFν MFτ

N∑
ν τ=1

×WMFν

ν MBMb
(kbB) [A]−1

ν τ Mτ MFτMs;MAMa(ksF , kaA)
∣∣∣2.
(19)

Ji(Mi) is the spin (its projection) of nucleus i, Ĵi =
2 Ji + 1. N is the number of R-matrix levels and A is
the R-matrix level matrix, which provides the coupling
of the different levels and channels:

Aν τ (E) =
(
Eν − E

)
δν τ −

∑
c

γν c γτ c

[
Ŝc(E)−Bc

+ i Pc(E, Rch)
]
. (20)

Here
∑
c

is the sum over the included open channels. γτ c

is the formal R-matrix reduced width amplitude of the
level τ in the channel c, Ŝc(E), Bc and Pc(E, Rch) are
the R-matrix level shift, boundary condition and pene-
trability factor in the channel c, respectively. Eτ is the
τ -th level energy.

The formal R-matrix reduced width amplitude γτ c,

which is a fitting parameter, is related to the formal R-
matrix resonance width Γτ c(E):

Γτ c(E) = 2Pc(E,Rch) γ2
τ c, (21)

Plc(E, Rch) = kcRch |Olc(kcRch)|−2, (22)

where lc and kc are the relative orbital angular momen-
tum and the relative momentum in the channel c. I need
to add a few words about the R-matrix energy levels Eτ .
One can adopt one of the energy levels equal to known
resonance energy, and then all other energy levels will
fitting parameters

Note that the observable Γ̃τ c(E0(c)) and the formal
Γτ c(E0(c)) partial resonance widths at the real part of
the resonance energy E0(c) in the channel c are related
by

Γ̃τ c(E0(c)) =
Γτ c(E0(c))

1 +
∑
c
γ2
τ c

dŜc
dE |E=E0(c)

. (23)

Mτ MFτMs;MAMa
(ksF ,kaA) is the amplitude of the

transfer reaction a + A → s + F ∗τ populating the reso-
nance state F ∗τ :

Mτ MFτ Ms;MAMa(ksF , kaA) = i−lxAe
−i δplxA (kxA) 1

2µxA

√
Γτ(xA) µxA

kxA
OlxA(kxARch) jlxA(kxARch)

×WlxA YlxA,mlxA (k̂xA)M
DWZR(prior)
τ MFτMs;MAMa

(ksF , kaA), (24)

where the zero-range prior DWBA amplitude is

M
DWZR(prior)
τ MFτMs;MAMa

(ksF ,kaA) =
∑

msxA mlxAMx

C
JFMFτ

sxAmsxA lxAmlxA

× CsxAmsxAJxMx JAMA
CJaMa

ssxmssx lsxmlsx
C
ssxmssx
JsMs JxMx

MDWZR(prior),

(25)

li j is the orbital angular momentum of the bound state
(i j), Γτ(xA) is the partial resonance width for the level
τ in the channel x+A.

In what follows, we assume that k̂xA is directed along

the axis z, that is, YlxA,mlxA
(
k̂xA

)
=

√
l̂xA
4π δmlxA 0.

MDWZR(prior) =

∫
drsx Ψ

(+)
−ksF (rsx)φsx(rsx)

×Ψ
(+)
kaA

(
ms

ma
rsx). (26)

is the DWBA amplitude, which does not depend on the
resonant wave function of the resonance state F ∗τ and on

the VxA potential. Ψ
(+)
kaA

(msma rsx) and Ψ
(+)
−ksF (rsx) are

the distorted waves in the channels a + A and s + F ,
respectively. The final-state distorted wave calculated
at ksF =

√
2µsF EsF . For simplicity, we assume that

lsx = 0, which usually is the case for the THM. Equa-
tion (26) looks like the zero-range DWBA (ZRDWBA).
The presence of the distorted waves in the initial and fi-
nal states in the DWBA amplitudeMDWZR(prior) has a
substantial impact on the angular distribution of s and
the absolute value of the transfer reaction amplitude. We
get the PWA amplitude if we replace the distorted waves
with the plane waves.

WlxA =
[
Rch

∂ln[OlxA(kxArxA)]

∂rxA

− 1−Rch
∂ln jlxA(kxArxA)

∂rxA

]∣∣∣
rxA=Rch

(27)

is the off-shell factor, which appears because the trans-
ferred particle x, see Fig. 2, is off-shell. OlxA(kxARch) is
outgoing scattered wave and jlxA(kxARch) is the spher-
ical Bessel function.
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W
ν MFv

MBMb
(kbB) is the vertex form factor for decay Fν →

b+B:

W
ν MFν

MBMb
(kbB) =

∑
sbB lbBmsbB mlbB

C
JF MFν

sbBmsbB lbBmlbB

× CsbBmsbBJbMb JBMB
YlbBmlbB (kbB) e

i δplbB
(kbB)

√
µbB Γν(bB)

kbB
.

(28)

Assembling Eqs. (24) - (28) we get

∣∣MR

∣∣2 =
ĴF

ĴA Ĵx

l̂xA
16π

1

µxA

1

kxA

∑
M

(CJF MF

sM lxA 0)2

× j2
lxA(kxARch)W2

lxA

∣∣MDWZR(prior)
∣∣2

×
∑

MbMB

∣∣∣ ∑
MFν

N∑
ν τ=1

W
ν MFν

MBMb
(kbB) [A]−1

ν τΓ
1/2
τ (xA)

∣∣∣2. (29)

2. Single-level, two-channel case

For the single-level case and ksF → k0(sF )

∣∣MR

∣∣2 =
1

ĴaĴA

∑
MFM ′

FMAMaMs

MMFMs;MAMa
(ksF ,kaA) [MM ′

FMs;MAMa
(ksF ,kaA)]∗

× 1

(E0(sF ) − EsF )2 + Γ2/4

∑
MBMb

WMF

MBMb
(kbB)

[
W

M ′
F

MBMb
(kbB)

]∗
. (30)

Here lbB (mlbB ) is the b−B relative orbital angular mo-
mentum (its projection) in the resonance F ∗, sbB (mbB)
is the b+B channel spin (its projection) in the resonance
state and δplbB (k0(bB)) is the potential scattering phase

shift in the b+B channel, k0(bB) =
√

2µbB E0(bB).

3. Coulomb factor

Taking into account that∣∣Γ[1 + i η]
∣∣2 =

π η

sinh(π η)
(31)

we get the Coulomb factor for narrow resonances [28]:

|NC |2 =
sinh[π(ηsb + ηsB)]

sinh(πηsb) sinh(πηsB)

πηsbηsB
(ηsb + ηsB)

πηζ
sinh(πηζ)

× |F (−iηsB ,−iηsb, 1;−1)|2

× exp

[
2ζ arctan

2(E0(bB) − EbB)

Γ

]
, (32)

where

ζ = ηsb + ηsB − η0, (33)

ηj t = (Zj Zt/137)µj t/kj t, η0 = Zs ZF µsF /k0, Zj e is
the charge of particle j. The presence of the factor |NC |2
shifts the resonance peak and the resonance shape line in
the system b+B due to the intermediate s+F ∗ and the
three-body (s+ b+B) final-state Coulomb interactions.
The analytical expression for NC can be derived only for

narrow resonances. The complications are caused by the
final-state three-body Coulomb interactions [28].

It is convenient to integrate the triple DCS over ΩkbB

to get the double DCS [29], which is expressed in terms
of the DCS of the reaction a+A→ s+ F ∗ correspond-
ing to the first step of the TH reaction. However, in
the case under consideration, due to the presence of the
Coulomb factor |NC |2, the DCS obtained from integrat-
ing the triple DCS over ΩkbB cannot be expressed in
terms of the DCS of the first step. The reason is that
NC depends on the integration variable ΩkbB . However,
in the following cases one can neglect this dependence:

1. When |ηsb| � 1 and ηsB ≈ η0. In this case,
|NC | ≈ 1 and the integration over ΩksF can be
performed without any complications.

2. When |ηsb| � 1 and mB � ms, mb. Let us
choose as independent variables the Galilean mo-
menta ksF and kbB . Then one can write

ksB =
mBM

msBmbB
ksF +

ms

msB
kbB ≈ ksF . (34)

Then ηsB = (Zs ZB/137)µsB/ksF and NC does
not depend on kbB and integration over ΩkbB can
be performed in a straightforward way.

We assume that |NC |2 = 1.
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C. Double differential cross section

Taking into account Eq. (29) and integrating the
triple DCS (18) over ΩkbB using the orthogonality of the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and the spherical harmonics
we get the double THM DCS

d2σTHM

dΩksF dEsF
=

ĴF

ĴA Ĵx

l̂xA
16π

1

(2π)3

µaA µsF
µxA

ksF
kaA kxA

×
∑
MF

(CJF MF

sxAMF lxA 0)2 j2
lxA(kxARch)W2

lxA

×
∣∣MDWZR(prior)

∣∣2 ∣∣∣ N∑
ν τ=1

Γ
1/2
ν(bB) [A]−1

ν τ (E) Γ
1/2
τ (xA)

∣∣∣2.
(35)

Note that Eq. (35) is the THM double DCS proceeding
through the intermediate resonance states.

For the single-level case the double THM DCS takes
the form

d2σTHM

dΩksF dEsF
=

1

2π

ΓbB

(E0(bB) − EbB)
2

+ Γ2/4

dσ

dΩksF

,

(36)

where

dσ

dΩksF

=
µaAµsF

4π2

ksF
kaA

∑
MFMsMAMa

× |MMFMs;MAMa(ksF ,kaA)|2

=
µaA µsF
(4π)3

ĴF

Ĵx ĴA

ksF
kaA

ΓxARch
µxA PlxA

j2
lxA(kxARch)

×W2
lxA |M

DWZR(prior)(ksF , kaA)|2 (37)

is the DCS of the reaction a+A→ s+ F ∗.

In view of Eq. (21) it is clear that the penetrability
factor PlxA is absent in the THM double DCS. It explains
why the THM can be used to determine the astrophysical
factor down to astrophysically relevant energies.

Integrating the double DCS over EsF gives

∞∫
0

dEsF
dσ

dΩksF dEsF
=

ΓbB
Γ

dσ

dΩksF

, (38)

where ΓbB is the partial resonance width for the decay of
the resonance to the channel b+B.

D. THM astrophysical factor

1. S-factor for multi-level, two-channel case

The astrophysical factor for the multilevel, two-channel
case is (I remind that E = ExA)

S(E) =
ĴF

Ĵx ĴA

π

2µxA
e2π ηxA

× λ2
N m

2
u

∣∣∣ N∑
ν, τ=1

√
Γν(bB) [A(E)]−1

ν τ

√
Γτ (xA)

∣∣∣2. (39)

Here λN is the nucleon Compton wave length, the re-
duced mass µxA is expressed in MeV, mu = 931.5 MeV
is the atomic mass.

Singling out this S-factor from THM double DCS we
get

d2σ
THM

dΩksF dEsF
= e−2π ηxA l̂xA

µaA µsF
2 (2π)5

ksF
kaA

Rch

× P−1
lxA

(E,Rch)
∑
MF

(CJF MF

sxAMF lxA 0)2 j2
lxA(kxARch)W2

lxA

× λ−2
N m−2

u

∣∣MDWZR(prior)
∣∣2 S(E). (40)

2. S-factor for the single-level, two channel case

For the single-level, two channel case

S(E) =
ĴF

Ĵx ĴA

π

2µxA
e2π ηxAλ2

N m
2
u

ΓbB ΓxA(
E0(xA) − E

)2
+ Γ2/4

.

(41)

This S-factor can be singled out from the THM double
DCS.

d2σ
THM

dΩksF dEsF
= S(E) e−2π ηxA P−1

lxA
(E,Rch)

l̂xARch
64π5

× λ−2
N m−2

u

∣∣∣WlxA(E,Rch)
∣∣∣2 dσDWZR(prior)

dΩksF

(42)

and

dσDWZR(prior)

dΩksF
=
µaAµsF

4π2

ksF
kaA

×
∑

MFMsMAMa

∣∣∣MDWZR(prior)
MFMs;MAMa

(k0k̂sF ,kaA)
∣∣∣2 (43)

is the DCS of the reaction a + A → s + F ∗ populating
the resonance state F ∗.

The renormalization factor presented in Fig. 5 is the
ratio of the DWBA differential cross section given by Eq.
(43) to the PWA differential cross section.

I presented a set of equations that can be used to
analyze the THM reactions. Now we are in a position
to discuss two THM reactions, which provide an indi-
rect method to determine the astrophysical factor for the
12C + 12C fusion at the astrophysically relevant energies.
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IV. THM REACTIONS INDUCED BY
COLLISION 14N + 12C

The reactions

14N + 12C→ d+ 24Mg∗ → α0(α1) + 20Ne(20Ne∗, (44)
14N + 12C→ d+ 24Mg∗ → p0(p1) + 23Na(23Na∗) (45)

hade been used, see [7], to determine the astrophysical
factor for the carbon-carbon fusion at energies E ≥ 0.8
MeV. For this reaction a = 14N s = d, x = A =
12C, F = 24Mg, b = p, α, B = 23Na, 20Ne. Also the
orbital angular momentum of the bound state 14N =
(d 12C) is ld 12C = 0.

A. E14N = 30 MeV

In [7] the energy of the 14N beam was E14N = 30 MeV
corresponding to E1414 12C ≈ 14 MeV. Let us analyze the
kinematic conditions of the THM reaction at this inci-
dent beam energy.
1. E14N 12C ≈ 14 MeV is higher than the Coulomb barrier
of ≈ 10 MeV. This condition is necessary to avoid sup-
pression of the THM DCS due to the Coulomb barrier
in the entry channel 14N + 12C. However, the relative
energy Ed 24Mg remains well below the Coulomb barrier,
especially at higher E ≡ E12C 12C. Large Coulomb pa-
rameter in the initial state of the THM reaction, 4.4,
and sub-Coulomb energies in the final state makes the
PWA used in [7] invalid.
2. The second necessary condition of the THM is to
utilize kinematics the most appropriate to measure the
THM double DCS in the energy interval 0.8 ≤ E ≤ 2.66
MeV (at energy 2.66 MeV the THM S-factor is normal-
ized to the directly measured astrophysical fsctor) re-
maining close to the forward peak over the scattering

angle θsF of the DCS dσDWZR(prior)

dΩksF
. This peak corre-

sponds to psx < κsx. To elaborate on the relationship
between psx and the THM double DCS, let us consider a
simple PWA, which can be obtained by replacing in Eq.
(26) the distorted waves by the plane waves. Then it is
straightforward to see that the amplitudeMDWZR(prior)

is proportional to φsx(psx). Hence the THM double DCS
in the PWA is proportional to φ2

sx(psx). Moreover, if
the THM reaction is above the Coulomb barrier in the
initial and final states, the psx momentum distribution
extracted from the DWBA DCS should be close to the
momentum distribution given by φ2

sx(psx) for psx < κsx.
Fig. 3 shows the momentum distribution of

φ2
d 12C(pd 12C), which, as expected, has a peak at pd 12C =

0. This peak is called a quasi-free (QF) one because
pd 12C = 0 means that particles s and x, being in the
bound state 14N = (d 12C), are moving like quasi-free
(non-interacting) particles with the relative zero veloc-
ity. The shape of the s-wave peak depends on κsx =√

2µsx εsx, εsx = ms + mx − ma is the binding en-
ergy of the bound state a = (sx). For the case under

FIG. 3. Momentum distribution for the (d 12C) bound state.

consideration the binding energy εd 12C = 10.7 MeV is,
hence, κd 12C = 1.7 fm−1 are large and the maximum
of the momentum distribution of φ2

d 12C(pd 12C) occurs at
pd 12C << κd 12C, that is, in the vicinity of pd 12C = 0.
For further analysis I assume that the QF kinematics is
also constrained by the condition pd 12C << κd 12C. From
the uncertainty principle follows that for psx << κsx
rsx >> κ−1

sx , that is, a vicinity of the QF peak corre-
sponds to larger distances between d and 12C, and we
can treat d as a spectator with minimized impact on the
12C− 12C interaction.

In Table I are presented Ed 24Mg and pd 12C as functions
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TABLE I. Kinematic energy-momentum calculations for
E14N = 30 MeV. Ed 24Mg and pd 12C as functions of the
12C − 12C relative energy E. Equation (9) is used to cal-
culate Ed 24Mg. pd 12C and p12C 12C are calculated using Eq.

(16) assuming that θ = arccos(k̂d · k̂14N) = 0. k12C 12C is
on-the-energy shell 12C − 12C momentum.

E Ed 24Mg pd 12C p12C 12C k12C 12C

(MeV) (MeV) (fm−1) (fm−1) (fm−1)

0.8 2.93 0.211537 1.82631 0.479292

0.9 2.83 0.202781 1.83069 0.508366

1. 2.73 0.193868 1.83515 0.535864

1.1 2.63 0.18479 1.83969 0.562019

1.2 2.53 0.175539 1.84431 0.58701

1.3 2.43 0.166102 1.84903 0.61098

1.4 2.33 0.156469 1.85385 0.634043

1.5 2.23 0.146627 1.85877 0.656297

1.6 2.13 0.136562 1.86381 0.677821

1.7 2.03 0.126258 1.86896 0.698682

1.8 1.93 0.115696 1.87424 0.718938

1.9 1.83 0.104858 1.87966 0.738638

2. 1.73 0.0937186 1.88523 0.757827

2.1 1.63 0.0822526 1.89096 0.776541

2.2 1.53 0.0704291 1.89688 0.794815

2.3 1.43 0.0582125 1.90298 0.812679

2.4 1.33 0.0455608 1.90931 0.830158

2.5 1.23 0.0324238 1.91588 0.847276

2.6 1.13 0.0187409 1.92272 0.864056

2.7 1.03 0.00443808 1.92987 0.880515

of the E at θ = 0. We conclude that to cover the energy
interval 0.8 ≤ E ≤ 2.7 MeV at fixed E14N 12C one needs
to vary pd 12C in the interval 0 ≤ pd 12C ≤ 0.21 fm−1.
This interval is within the vicinity of the QF peak and at
pd 12C = 0.21 the Fourier tansform φ2

d 12C(pd 12C) drops
only by a factor of 1.5 from its peak value at pd 12C = 0,
see Fig. 3. Another essential observation follows from
comparing the columns 4 and 5. A substantial differ-
ence off-shell momentum p12C 12C and on-the-energy shell
momentum k12C 12C =

√
2µ12C 12CE underscores that

off-the-energy shell effects in the THM reaction (factor
WlxA(E,Rch), see Eq. (27) ) are very significant and on-
the-energy shell approximation for the THM double DCS
is invalid.

3D plot in Fig. 4 shows the momentum ppd 12C
as a

function of E and θ. It allows one to select optimal
kinematic conditions at each energy E: smaller angles θ
(the angle between k14N and kd) provide smaller pd 12C,
that is, higher THM double DCS. At pd 12C = 0.3 fm−1

φ2
d 12C(pd 12C) drops by about a factor of two compared

to its peak value.

Thus a comprehensive analysis show that the beam en-

Out[ ]=

FIG. 4. pp
d 12C

as a function of E and θ for E14N = 30 MeV.

ergy E14N = 30 MeV could provide an optimal kinemat-
ics to cover the astrophysically relevant energies 0.8 ≤
E ≤ 2 MeV for low pd 12C. However, a very strong ef-
fect of the Coulomb-nuclear distortions neglected in [7]
completely changes both the absolute value of DCS, see
Fig. 5, and the deuteron angular distributions [22, 23].
These distortions is the main obstacle to use the THM
reaction at E14N = 30 MeV. Fig. 5 shows the renormal-
ization factors of the modified THM astrophysical factors
at different beam energies. We see that at E14N = 30
MeV at low E the renormalization factor is about 0.001.
However, at the beam energy of 35 MeV at low E, the
renormalization factor is about two orders of magnitude
larger than at 30 MeV.

B. E14N = 35 MeV

Since the 30 MeV beam is too low, I will repeat all the
previous calculations at E14N = 35 MeV. The second col-
umn of Table II shows that at E14N = 35 MeV all Ed 2424

are higher than the Coulomb barrier (only on the higher
end of E energy Ed 2424 approaches the Coulomb barrier
of 3 MeV). Taking into account that the initial energy
E14N 12C = 16.15 MeV is higher than the initial Coulomb
barrier 10 MeV we conclude that the angular distribu-
tion of the deuterons is forward peaked. Hence the ex-
perimental momentum distribution of the deuterons ex-
tracted from the THM double DCS for all E and pd 12C

from Table II should be similar to the momentum distri-
bution in Fig. 3.

3D plot in Fig. 6 shows the momentum pd 12C as a
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FIG. 5. Renormalization factor of the generalized THM as-
trophysical factor caused by Coulomb-nuclear distortions for
three different E14N energies: 30, 33 and 35 MeV. There are
two lines for each energy: the low line is the renormalization
factor caused by the pure Coulomb distortions and the upper
line is caused by the Coulomb-nuclear distortions.

function of E and θ for E14N = 35 MeV.

Let us select two important resonance energies: E =
0.9 and 1.5 MeV. From Tables I and II follows that for
these resonances: for E14N = 30 MeV pd 12C = 0.20 and
0.15 fm−1, respectively; for E14N = 35 MeV pd 12C =
0.35 and 0.30 fm−1, respectively. From Fig. 3 we
find that φ2

d 12C(0.35 fm−1)/φ2
d 12C(0.2 fm−1) = 0.43 and

φ2
d 12C(0.30 fm−1)/φ2

d 12C(0.15 fm−1) = 0.53, respectively.
These ratios show the decrease of the THM double DCS
at two critical resonance energies when the energy of the
incident beam of 14N increases from 30 MeV to 35 MeV.
Meantime, from Fig. 5 follows that the ratio of the renor-
malization factors R35 MeV(0.9 MeV)R30 MeV(0.9 MeB) =
333.3 and R35 MeV(1.5 MeV)R30 MeV(1.5 MeB) = 115.6.
Thus the drop of φ2

d 12C(pd 12C) with increase of the energy
E14N is well compensated by the increase of the renor-
malization factor: the total gain for the energy E14N

increase from 30 to 35 MeV is 110 for E = 0.9 MeV
and 61 for E = 1.5 MeV. Thus an increase of the beam
energy from 30 MeV [7] to 35 MeV will increase the
THM double DCS because the outgoing deuterons be-
come above the Coulomb barrier. Besides, the angular
distribution of the deuterons will be forward peaked and
the THM experiment can be repeated at E14N = 35 MeV
avoiding the problems appeared for E14N = 30 MeV.

TABLE II. Kinematic energy-momentum calculations for
E14N = 35 MeV. Notations are the same as in Table I.

E Ed 24Mg pd 12C p12C 12C k12C 12C

(MeV) (MeV) (fm−1) (fm−1) (fm−1)

0.8 5.08 0.352861 1.90051 0.479292

0.9 4.98 0.346213 1.90381 0.508366

1. 4.88 0.339497 1.90714 0.535864

1.1 4.78 0.332712 1.9105 0.562019

1.2 4.68 0.325857 1.9139 0.58701

1.3 4.58 0.318927 1.91734 0.61098

1.4 4.48 0.311921 1.92082 0.634043

1.5 4.38 0.304837 1.92433 0.656297

1.6 4.28 0.297671 1.92789 0.677821

1.7 4.18 0.290422 1.93148 0.698682

1.8 4.08 0.283084 1.93512 0.718938

1.9 3.98 0.275657 1.93881 0.738638

2. 3.88 0.268135 1.94254 0.757827

2.1 3.78 0.260516 1.94632 0.776541

2.2 3.68 0.252796 1.95015 0.794815

2.3 3.58 0.24497 1.95404 0.812679

2.4 3.48 0.237033 1.95798 0.830158

2.5 3.38 0.228982 1.96197 0.847276

2.6 3.28 0.220811 1.96603 0.864056

2.7 3.18 0.212514 1.97014 0.880515

Out[ ]=

FIG. 6. pp
d 12C

as a function of E and θ for E14N = 35 MeV.
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FIG. 7. Momentum distribution for the (n 12C) bound state.

V. THM REACTION INDUCED BY
COLLISION 13C + 12C

Now I consider another THM reactions suitable for de-
termination of the S-factors for the carbon-carbon fusion:

13C + 12C→ n+ 24Mg∗ → α0(α1) + 20Ne(20Ne∗), (46)
13C + 12C→ n+ 24Mg∗ → p0(p1) + 23Na(23Na∗). (47)

In the previous section notations we need to replace a and
s with a = 13C and s = n; also now the orbital angular
momentum of the bound state 13C = (n 12C) ln 12C = 1
and the bound-state wave number κn 12C = 0.47. Thus
these will be the first THM reactions in which the Trojan
horse particle is the p -wave bound state. Since the spec-
tator in reactions (46) and (47) is neutron, there are no
Coulomb interactions in the intermediate and final state
of the THM reactions, which suppressed the THM dou-
ble DCS in the previous section with the deuteron as a
spectator.

The momentum distribution of φ2
n 12C(pn 12C) shown

in Fig. 7, due to ln 12C = 1, is peaked at pn 12C = 0.4
fm−1 rather then at pd 12C = 0 for the s-wave bound
state.

In Table III are presented En 24Mg and pn 12C as func-
tions of E at θ = 0 at E13C = 29 MeV. We conclude
that to cover the energy interval 0.8 ≤ E ≤ 2.7 MeV at
fixed E13C = 29 MeV one needs to vary pn 12C in the in-
terval 0.38 ≤ pn 12C ≤ 0.46 fm−1. This interval is lower
than κn 12C = 0.47 fm−1. Within this interval the Fourier
transform φ2

d 12C(pn 12C) changes very little, see Fig. 7.
Also, as it was the case for 14N + 12C, from comparing

the columns 4 and 5 we see that the off-shell effects are
very significant. 3D plot in Fig. 8 shows that for small
neutron scattering angles pn 12C < κn 12C.

TABLE III. Kinematic energy-momentum calculations for
E13C = 29 MeV. En 24Mg and pn 12C as functions of the
12C − 12C relative energy E. Equation (9) is used to cal-
culate En 24Mg. pn 12C and p12C 12C are calculated using Eq.

(16) assuming that θ = arccos(k̂n · k̂13C) = 0. k12C 12C is
on-the-energy shell 12C − 12C momentum.

E En 24Mg pn 12C p12C 12C k12C 12C

(MeV) (MeV) (fm−1) (fm−1) (fm−1)

0.8 8.15 0.457724 1.73267 0.479292

0.9 8.05 0.453942 1.73454 0.508366

1. 7.95 0.450137 1.73642 0.535864

1.1 7.85 0.446308 1.73832 0.562019

1.2 7.75 0.442455 1.74022 0.58701

1.3 7.65 0.438577 1.74214 0.61098

1.4 7.55 0.434673 1.74407 0.634043

1.5 7.45 0.430743 1.74602 0.656297

1.6 7.35 0.426787 1.74797 0.677821

1.7 7.25 0.422804 1.74994 0.698682

1.8 7.15 0.418794 1.75193 0.718938

1.9 7.05 0.414755 1.75393 0.738638

2. 6.95 0.410687 1.75594 0.757827

2.1 6.85 0.40659 1.75797 0.776541

2.2 6.75 0.402463 1.76001 0.794815

2.3 6.65 0.398305 1.76207 0.812679

2.4 6.55 0.394116 1.76414 0.830158

2.5 6.45 0.389895 1.76623 0.847276

2.6 6.35 0.385641 1.76833 0.864056

2.7 6.25 0.381354 1.77045 0.880515

Out[ ]=

FIG. 8. pn 12C as a function of E and θ for E13C = 29 MeV.
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VI. SUMMARY

The update of the current status of the modified as-
trophysical S∗(E)-factors for the carbon-carbon fusion is
given. The latest two direct measurements in [25] and
[26] show disagreement at energies E ≥ 2.1 MeV. It is
not feasible in the near future that direct measurements
can reach the Gamow window 1.2 ≤ E ≤ 1.8 MeV. Nowa-
days, the only way to reach these energies is to use the
indirect THM. In the THM only the energy dependence
of the astrophysical factor is extracted. To get their ab-
solute value one needs to normalize the THM data to
direct ones at higher energies where reliable direct mea-
surements are available. For the carbon-carbon fusion
the normalization energy was E ≈ 2.6 MeV. Thus the
THM measurements should cover quite a broad energy
interval, 0.8 ≤ E ≤ 2.7 MeV. Reconciliation of direct
measurements at E = 2.1 MeV would help THM experi-
ments: the normalization to direct measurements can be
performed at 2.1 MeV.

Some important THM equations are presented, which
are needed to apply the THM. To determine the S∗-

factors for the carbon-carbon fusion for the astrophys-
ically relevant energy interval 0.8 ≤ E ≤ 2.0 MeV differ-
ent THM reactions have been analyzed. Among them are
two THM reactions induced by the collision 14N + 12C
at E14N = 30 MeV [7]. and E14N = 35 MeV. It is shown
that the higher energy beam allows one to avoid diffi-
culties in the THM experiment [7] at E14N = 30 MeV
and can be used to extract the S∗-factors for the carbon-
carbon fusion.

Also, the kinematics of the THM reaction induced by
the 13C+ 12C collision is analyzed and is shown that this
reaction can be used to determine the S∗-factors for the
carbon-carbon fusion.
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